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$^{23}$Na spectrum in a strongly oriented nematic system

Measured on March 6, 2008

The User has also a 400 MHz instrument, but these studies require a transversal field!!!

Given these unique capabilities, the User concluded an economically important contract with a large industrial group!
TESLA 587A with STELAR AutoDif accessory and external lock: a valid educational tool ...
Resolving complex mixtures by means of pulsed gradient spin-echo NMR experiments
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Self-diffusion coefficients measurements were carried out by the Fourier transform (PGSE) NMR method using a BS-587A NMR (TESLA) spectrometer operating at 80 MHz for the proton, equipped with a pulsed field gradient unit (Autodif 504, STELAR S.n.c.). The pulse sequence employed was the
TESLA 587A + STELAR AutoDif accessory: tens of scientific papers which could not be done otherwise!
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